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DECLARATION OF AVIGATION EASEMENT 
 
 

THIS DECLARATION OF AVIGATION EASEMENT ("Declaration"), is made this 
______________ day of ________, 20__ by ____________________________, a(n) 
________________________ ("Declarant"). 

 
A.  Declarant is the sole record owner in fee simple of certain real property (the 

"Property") located in Pima County, Arizona which is more particularly described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto; and  

B. The Property is located in the proximity of Tucson International Airport (as it 
now exists or may hereafter be enlarged and/or developed, the "Airport"); and  

C. The Property is now and in the future will be subject to noise and other effects 
emanating from aircraft operating at or departing from or arriving at the Airport, and changes in 
airport layout or operating procedures could result in increased noise influences. 

NOW THEREFORE, for good and sufficient consideration, the receipt and adequacy of 
which Declarant hereby acknowledges, Declarant hereby covenants and declares that all of the 
Property shall be held, sold, used and conveyed subject to the following avigation easement, 
which shall run with the Property and be binding on all occupants thereof and on all parties 
having any right, title or interest in the Property or any part thereof, their heirs, successors and 
assigns, grantees, invitees and tenants. 

DECLARANT HEREBY DECLARES, ESTABLISHES, GRANTS AND CONVEYS to 
the Tucson Airport Authority, the City of Tucson and all persons lawfully using the Airport 
(“Benefited Parties”) the right to operate aircraft in and the right to cause in the airspace above or 
near the Property such noise, vibrations, fumes, vapors, smoke, deposits of dust or other 
particulate matter, fuel particles and all other effects as may be inherent in the operation of 
aircraft, now known or hereafter used, while landing on, taking off from, or operating at the 
Airport, as long as such operations are in compliance with applicable federal, state and local 
regulations concerning operation of aircraft and use of the Airport. 

As used herein, the term "aircraft" shall mean any and all types of aircraft, whether not in 
existence or hereafter manufactured and developed, to include without limitation, jet aircraft, 
propeller driven aircraft, civil aircraft, military aircraft, commercial aircraft, helicopters and all 
types of aircraft or vehicles now in existence or hereafter developed, regardless of existing or 
future noise levels, for the purpose of transporting persons or property through the air.   
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Nothing contained herein shall be construed to restrict Declarant from building any 
structure on the Property which complies with all applicable laws of the governmental agencies 
having jurisdiction regarding said construction, so long as any such structure does not, because 
of its height or function, restrict or impede usage of the Airport by aircraft landing or taking off 
in the same manner as if the structure were not in existence. 

This Declaration of Easement shall bind Declarant, its successors, assigns, invitees and 
tenants, and their respective successors and assigns, and all persons from time to time occupying 
or using the Property or any portion thereof.  The acceptance by any person or entity of any right 
of use, deed, lease, mortgage or conveyance of any interest in or privilege pertaining to the 
Property whatsoever shall constitute acknowledgment of the terms of this Declaration and 
agreement to be bound by all terms hereof. 

This Declaration of Easement shall be a covenant running with the land described in 
Exhibit A and shall run to the benefit of the above described Benefited Parties, their successors 
and assigns. 

 
 DECLARANT: 

 
By:   
Name:   
Title:   
 

 
STATE OF ARIZONA  ) 
       ) ss, 
COUNTY OF PIMA     ) 
 

 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of  
_____________, 20___, by ___________________________, the 
___________________________ of __________________________________ for and on behalf 
of Declarant. 

   
 Notary Public 
 
My commission expires:_________________ 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

(Legal Description) 



 
 
 
 
 
 

AIRPORT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
 

 
 The undersigned owner(s) of a lot in the subdivision known as 
_______________________________, a Pima County subdivision recorded in Book _______ at Page 
________ of Maps and Plats, acknowledges that the property lies in proximity to Tucson International 
Airport and that the property is subject to aircraft overflight and noise that may be annoying or 
objectionable to some persons. 
 

Flight patterns within 5 nautical miles of Tucson International Airport (TIA) are controlled by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) according to rules and 
guidelines for maintaining aircraft separation.  The ATCT at TIA is in operation 24 hours per day.  
According to FAA rules, except when necessary for takeoff and landing, aircraft may not fly below 1000 ft. 
above ground level in populated areas.   
 

While air traffic may be generalized into tracks, it is, by nature, dispersed.  Aircraft may approach 
and depart the airports from any number of directions.  Flight paths vary depending on a variety of factors 
including origin/destination, wind conditions and other aircraft in the traffic pattern.  As a result, any 
property in the vicinity of an airport is likely to be subject to aircraft overflight and its impacts to some 
degree. 
 
 As traffic approaches or departs from an airport, it is lower to the ground, more concentrated and 
more frequent.  The area where air traffic converges as it approaches and departs the airport is represented 
by the FAA Traffic Pattern Airspace.  This area is shown on exhibit A, attached.  Lower altitudes and more 
frequent activity increase the impacts of aircraft on the ground within this area. 
 
 The most significant impacts occur within noise contours.  Noise contours depict the area where 
average noise exposure over a 24 hour period is considered “significant” by FAA standards.  Measures 
such as sound insulation of structures and land use planning to exclude noise sensitive uses are required to 
maintain compatibility within these areas.  As explained, aircraft approach and depart the airport on 
dispersed paths.  As a result, a property that is outside established noise contours may still be impacted by 
the effects of periodic aircraft overflights. 
 
 Flight patterns are apt to shift or change over time.  Changes in operations may occur due to 
weather, changes in users, changes in aircraft type, military missions, weather conditions, etc.  Similarly, 
TIA has a master plan that identifies plans for future expansion and development needs.  These plans are 
updated every several years to respond to the needs of the aviation community. 
 
 The undersigned acknowledges the Owner(s) is aware of these impacts and that the Tucson 
Airport Authority and all persons lawfully using the Airport have the right to operate aircraft in the airspace 
above and near the property. 
 
 Dated this ________ day of ______________, 20_______. 
 
 
     Owner _________________________________ 
           Date 
 
     Owner  _________________________________ Date 
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